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Abstract 
 

                A new test procedure of one-sample statistical hypotheses for means in 
normal populations with  interval data is proposed. The interval decision rules that are 
used to accept or reject the null and alternative hypotheses are given. With the help of 
the numerical example, the proposed test procedure is illustrated. The proposed test is 
extended to statistical hypotheses testing for fuzzy data. 
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 1. Introduction 
 
         Test of hypotheses is one of the most important areas of  statistical analysis. In 
many situations, the researchers in the field of data analysis  are interested in testing a 
hypothesis about the population  parameter. In traditional testing [8], the observations 
of sample are crisp  and  a statistical test leads to the binary decision. However, in the 
real life, the data sometimes cannot be recorded or collected precisely. The statistical 
hypotheses testing under fuzzy environments has been studied by many authors.  
Arnold [3] discussed  the fuzzy hypotheses testing with crisp data. The Neyman–
Pearson type testing hypotheses  were proposed by Casals and Gil [5] and Son et al. 
[15].  Saade [13,14] considered the binary hypotheses testing and discussed the fuzzy 
likelihood functions in the decision making process. Casals and Gil [4,6] considered 
the Bayesian sequential tests for fuzzy parametric hypotheses from   fuzzy 
information . The fuzzy tests for hypotheses testing with vague data were proposed by  
Grzegorzewski [10]  and  Watanabe and Imaizumi [18]. In the human sciences, 
Niskanen [12] discussed the applications of soft statistical hypotheses.  The statistical 
hypotheses testing for fuzzy data by proposing the notions of degrees of optimism and 
pessimism was proposed by Wu [19]. Akbari and Rezaei [1] investigated a bootstrap  
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method for inference about the variance based on fuzzy data. Viertl [17, 18] 
investigated some methods to construct confidence intervals and statistical tests for 
fuzzy data. Wu [20] proposed some approaches to construct fuzzy confidence 
intervals for the unknown fuzzy parameter. Arefi  and Taheri [2] developed an 
approach to test fuzzy hypotheses upon fuzzy test statistic for vague data. A new 
approach to the problem of testing statistical hypotheses for fuzzy data using the 
relationship between confidence intervals and testing hypotheses is introduced by  
Chachi et al.[7]. 
 
           In this paper, we propose a new statistical hypothesis testing procedure about 
population mean when the data of the given sample are real intervals. We provide the 
decision rules which are used to accept or reject the null and alternative hypotheses.  
In the proposed test, we split the given  interval data into  two different sets of crisp 
data namely, upper level data and lower level data ; then, we find  the test statistic 
values for the two sets of crisp data and then,  we take a decision  about the given 
sample and the given population on the basis of the decision rules. In this testing 
procedure, we are not using degrees of optimism and pessimism and h-level set. To 
illustrate the proposed testing procedure, a numerical example is given. Further, we 
extend the proposed test to statistical hypotheses with fuzzy data.  
 
 
2. Preliminaries 
 
            We need the following definitions of the basic arithmetic operators and partial 
ordering on closed bounded intervals  which can be found in [9,11].  
 
 Let babaD ≤= ],,{[  and  a  and b  are in R }   denote the set of all closed 
bounded intervals on the real line R. 
Definition 2.1:  Let  ],[ baA =  and ],[ dcB =   be in D. Then,  
      (i) =⊕ BA ],[ dbca ++    and  
     (ii) =⊗ BA ],[ qp   where },,,min{ bdbcadacp =  and  },,,.{max bdbcadacq = . 
 Definition 2.2:  Let  ],[ baA =  and ],[ dcB =  be in  D. Then,  
   (i)   BA ≤   if  ca ≤  and  db ≤   ; (ii)  BA ≥   if ca ≥  and db ≥     and  
   (iii) BA =  if ca =  and db = . 
 
 
3. One-sample t-test 
 
         Let   nxxx ,...,, 21   be  a random small sample with size  )30(<n  from a 
normal population.  Now, the mean value, denoted by x   and  the sample standard 
deviation, denoted by  s   of  the above small sample  are  given by 
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          In testing the null hypothesis  that the population mean μ  is equal to a 
specified value oμ ,  one uses the statistic 

                            
ns

xt oμ−= . 

 Now, the degrees of freedom used in this test is 1−= nν . 
  Let the level of significance be α . Let να ,t  denote the table value of  t  for ν  
degrees of freedom at  α  level.   
Null hypothesis : oμμ = . 
Now, the rejection  region of the alternative hypothesis for level β  is given below: 
                                      
 
 
 
 
 
        If 1, −< ntt α ( one tailed test), the difference between μ and oμ  is not significant 

at α  level . Then, the population mean corresponding to the given sample  μ = oμ . 
That is, the null hypothesis is accepted.  Otherwise, the alternative hypothesis is 
accepted. 
        If 1,2/ −< ntt α (two tailed test),  the difference between μ and oμ  is not 
significant at α  level .  Then, the population mean corresponding to the given 
sampleμ = oμ . That is, the null hypothesis is accepted. Otherwise, the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted.    
Now, the 100(1 α− )%  confidence limits for the population mean μ  corresponding 
to the given sample  are given below: 
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3.1. Testing Hypotheses for Interval Data 
 
           Let  { }n 1,2,...,i],,[ ii =yx   be  a random small sample with size  )30(<n  
such that  { }n 1,2,...,i, i =x  is a random sample from a normal population  and   
{ }n 1,2,...,i, i =y  is another random sample from another normal population and  
the population mean of the sample be ],[ μη . 
 

Alternative Hypothesis   Rejection Region  for Level β  test 
:AH oμμ >  1, −≥ ntt α  (upper tailed test) 

:AH oμμ <  1, −−≤ ntt α  (lower  tailed test) 

:AH oμμ ≠  1,2/ −≥ ntt α  (two tailed test) 
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         Now, we are going to test  the null hypothesis  that the population mean of the 
given sample ],[ μη  is equal to a specified  interval ],[ oo μη , that is, oηη =  and 

oμμ = . 
Testing Hypothesis:  
      Null Hypothesis : ],[ μη = ],[ oo μη , that is  oηη =  and oμμ = . 
      Alternative Hypothesis :  (i)   ≠],[ μη ],[ oo μη , that is, oηη ≠  or oμμ ≠ . 

(ii)  >],[ μη ],[ oo μη , that is, oηη >  and oμμ > . 
                                               (iii)  <],[ μη ],[ oo μη , that is, oηη <  and  oμμ < .       
         Consider the random  sample of lower value of  given interval data , 

LS ={ }n 1,2,...,i, i =x  and the another random sample of upper value of the given 
interval data, US ={ }n 1,2,...,i, i =y .  
        Now, the sample mean of LS  and  US  are x  and y  respectively  and  the 
sample S.D. of LS  and US  are xs  and  ys respectively. 
Test statistics: 

   ( )
x

L s
nxt η−

=     and     ( )
y

U s
nyt μ−

=  

         Now, the rejection  region of the alternative hypothesis for level α  is given 
below: 

 
      Now, if 1, −< nL tt α ( one tailed test) and 1, −< nU tt α ( one tailed test), the 

difference between ],[ μη   and ],[ oo μη  is not significant at α  level . Then, the 
population mean corresponding to the given sample  ],[ μη   = ],[ oo μη . That is, the 
null hypothesis is accepted.  Otherwise, the alternative hypothesis is accepted. 
      Now, if 1,2/ −< nL tt α ( two tailed test) and 1,2/ −< nU tt α (two tailed test), the 

difference between ],[ μη   and ],[ oo μη  is not significant at α  level . Then, the 
population mean corresponding to the given sample  ],[ μη   = ],[ oo μη . That is, the 
null hypothesis is accepted.  Otherwise, the alternative hypothesis is accepted. 
      Now, the 100(1 α− )%  confidence limits for the population mean ],[ μη  
corresponding to the given sample  are given below: 
 

Alternative Hypothesis   Rejection Region  for Level α  test 
:AH >],[ μη ],[ oo μη  1, −≥ nL tt α  and 1, −≥ nU tt α  (upper tailed test) 

:AH <],[ μη ],[ oo μη  1, −−≤ nL tt α  and 1, −−≤ nU tt α  (lower  tailed test) 

:AH  ≠],[ μη ],[ oo μη , 1,2/ −≥ nL tt α  or 1,2/ −≥ nU tt α  (two tailed test) 
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The solution procedure cam be illustrated using the following numerical example. 

 
Example 1 : The district collector of education claims that the  IQ of  school students  
in his district is  between  100 and 170. Only 10 schools in the district are selected at a 
random. Then, school students are tested and recorded all the data. Due to some error, 
we can just obtain the minimum IQ  and maximum IQ of each of the school. 
Therefore, the IQs  of  the school students are taken to be intervals  as follows: 
[70, 175],  [120, 168],  [110, 155],  [101, 170], [88, 152],  [83, 170],   [95, 175],     
[98, 160],  [107, 160]   and  [100, 165] 
We are now going to consider the testing hypotheses oH : ][][ oμμ =  and AH : 

][][ oμμ ≠ .  
Now, the size of the sample, 10=n  and   the population mean is ]170,100[][ =oμ  
with unknown sample S.D.. We use 5 % the level of significance. 
Now, the mean  value of the lower and upper interval values  are 97=Lx  and 

165=Ux  respectively and  the sample S.D. of the lower  and  upper interval values  

are 273.14=Ls  and 014.8=Us  respectively..  
 
Now, the table value of t  for 9 degrees of freedom at 5% level, =T 2.262  . 
Now the lower value of  ][ oμ , 100=L

oμ and the upper value of ][ oμ , 170=U
oμ . 

 Now,  
ns

xt L

LL
L

/
0μ−=    =  - 0.6721 and  

ns
xt U

UU
U

/
0μ−=   = -1.973. 

Now, since TtL <  and TtU < , the null hypothesis “the population mean 

][][ oμμ = ”  is accepted  and  the 95% confidence  limits for the population mean 
  ][  μ is  ]72.170,21.107[][]28.159,79.86[ << μ . 

 
3.2. Testing Hypotheses for fuzzy data 
 
        A triangular fuzzy number ),,( cba  can be represented as an interval number 
form as follows. 
                        ])(,)([),,( λλ bccabacba −−−+=  ; .10 ≤≤ λ                              (1) 
 
         Suppose that the given sample is a fuzzy data that are triangular fuzzy numbers 
and we have to test the hypothesis about the population mean. Using the relation (1) 
and the proposed test procedure, we can test the hypothesis by transferring the fuzzy  
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data into interval data. The solution procedure is illustrated with help of the following 
numerical example. 
  
Example 2 : The marketing department for a tire and rubber company wants to claim 
that the average life of a tire the company recently developed exceeds the well-known 
average tire life of a competitive brand, which is known to be 32000 miles. Only 24 
new tires were tested because the tests are destructive and take considerable time to 
complete. Six cars, all the same model and brand were used to test the tires. Car 
model and brand were fixed so that car effects were not considered. Since, under 
some unexpected situations, we cannot measure the tire life precisely. We can just 
obtain the tire life around a number. Therefore the tire life numbers are taken to be 
triangular fuzzy numbers as follows: 

34889) 33978, (33266,~
1 =x ;  33255) 32617, (32093,~

2 =x ; 
33787) 33052, (32585,~

3 =x ;   )33497 11,(31720,326~
4 =x ; 

)33908 33418, (32806,~
5 =x ;  33034); 32455, (31977,~

6 =x  

)34131 3,33065,3346 (~
7 =x ;  33212) 32466, (31943,~

8 =x ;    
)24,32460(30743,316~

9 =x ; 33968) 33070, (32169,~
10 =x ;

34072) 33127, (32415, ~
11 =x ; ) 34335 33543, (32900, ~

12 =x ; 
33908) 33224, (32687, ~

13 =x ; )31445 30881, (30327, ~
14 =x ;

33186) 97,(32185,325 ~
15 =x ; 32237) 31565, (31187, ~

16 =x ;

)34771 34036, (33423, ~
17 =x ; 34876) 34053, (33208, ~

18 =x ; 
33542) 32584, (31639, ~

19 =x ; 38,32739)(30945,318 ~
20 =x ;

33064) 32290, (31511,~
21 =x ;  ; 44,34449)(33060,338 ~

23 =x   and  
 34974) 34157, (33464, ~

24 =x  

 We are now going to consider the testing hypotheses oH~ : 000~32~ ≈μ  and AH~ : 

000~32~ fμ  where  000~32 meaning ‘‘around 32000’’, is regarded as a linguistic 

data  Therefore, we can phrase the hypotheses oH~  and AH~   as 

oH~ : the average tire life is around 32000 (or is approximately equal to 32000). 

AH~ : the average tire life is approximately greater than 32000. 

We may assume  that the membership function of )34000,32000,30000(000~32 =  
     Now, the size of the sample, 24=n  and the population mean is 

)34000,32000,30000(~ =oμ  with unknown sample standard deviation . 
     Now, using the relation (1), we convert the fuzzy data into interval data and then, 
we obtain that  the mean  value of  the lower  and upper interval values   are   

λ625.66932218.83+=Lx   and λ745.5-33632.71=Ux  respectively  and the sample 
S.D. of the lower  and upper interval values  are     
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                         . 

759356.3)44592.2-32838.51 2 += ααLs and

794714.1)64896.4-17784.87 2 += ααUs  respectively. 
Now, the null hypothesis : oμμ ~~ =  ) ]~[]~[  ( oμμ =  and   
the alternative hypothesis: of μμ ~~ ( ) ]~[]~[ oμμ >  
       We take 5%  the level of significance  and the table value of t  for 23 degrees of 
freedom at 5% level, =T  1.7134. 
       Now, the interval representation  of oμ~ , =]~[ oμ ],[ L U

oo μμ  where 

λμ 200030000+=L
o  and  λμ 2000-34000=U

o . 

 Now,  
ns

xt L

LL
L

/
0μ−=  > 1.713  = T, for all λ , 10 ≤≤ λ and   

          
ns

xt U

UU
U

/
0μ−= > 1.713 = T, for all λ , .154.0 ≤≤ λ  

Now, since, for  all λ , 154.0 ≤≤ λ ,  TtL >  and TtU > , the alternative hypothesis  
is  accepted. Therefore, AH~ : the average tire life is approximately greater than 32000  
is accepted  based on the given fuzzy data with condition 154.0 ≤≤ λ . 
 
Remark 3.1. The results obtained for the Example 3.2. is same as the result in Wu 
[19]  and  Chachi et al.[7].  
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